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Susan O. Browne, BS, MHA, Director of Operations at MVP Kids Care, walked attendees through the process of
closing care gaps and managing patient panels. Covering topics such as improving workflows and using
teamwork for patient outreach.
MVP began their journey by identifying their paneled patients, then building workflow processes that included
review of gaps in care reports and missed appointment reports as well as patient outreach processes for both
front and back office staff.
A Token Program was created to incentivize staff for patients that showed up and completed an EPSDT visit as a
result of an outreach call, email, or text. Staff members are given the token that can be cashed in for items such
as gift cards.
The change in focus and workflow processes has had a positive effect on employee satisfaction and lead to
measurable increase in patient visits. MVP Kids Care was even awarded the Cloud Award for teen
immunizations from The Arizona Partnership for Immunization (tapi). In addition, MVP has been able to grow
their practice in multiple locations, grew from 25-68 employees in 1 year and will be adding 4 new staff
members very soon.

Questions/Discussion:
Q:
How does the Token program work when AHCCCS limits the amount of money can give a patient?
A:
The incentive program is only for staff members.
Q:
Were you able to reduce ED visits?
A:
Yes. By changing our template for appointments to less specialized slots and more open to any type of
appointment slots. Even on the specialized appointment slots, if they are not booked by 24 hours before the
appointment those slots are also open to any type of appointment.
Q:
How do you deal with staff's feedback about working with a report that contains 90-day lag? As often
staff will say that patients might have already come in for appt, but the roster shows them as having a gap in
care?
A:
By checking flags in our EHR that identifies patient care gaps, we reduce some of the issues with lag time
on reports from payers. Staff members call the patient 3 months prior to a wellness appointment being due. The
call is recorded in a task within the patient's electronic health record. The task is not closed until the patient
comes in for such appt. The staff who made the call 3 months prior to appointment call is the staff member that
gets credit and receives the token after appointment is completed.
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Q:
What have you done to try to reduce gaps in care for dental visits?
A:
In Maryvale we are working with the dental office next door. At other locations we are working to
identify dental office close to our location or additional ways to resolve the dental need. Pii has been quite
helpful with this task.
Susan Brown would be happy to be a resource to any organization working on this topic. She can be reached at
623-846-7575 or by email at sbrowne@mvpkidscare.com .
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